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News, Trends, And Short Takes
Russians Take Right-wing

Flemish Program Off The Air

The controversial weekly shortwave radio program Zwart of
Wit produced by Flemish MP Jurgen Verstrepen of the right-
wing political party Vlaams Belang has been taken off the air
by the Russian government. The program was originally intend-
ed to be broadcast in Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) mode, but
transmission providers, Deutch Telecom and Merlin
Communications, refused to air it after being made aware of its
political content. Vlaams Belang then started renting airtime on
an analog shortwave transmitter in Russia.

The Russian authorities began investigating the content of
the programs, and even requested an English translation. They
then ordered the broadcasting of the program from Russian
transmitters to be stopped. Verstrepen says on his website that
"the shortwave transmitter is temporarily off the air" but that
the weekly program will continue via the Internet, MP3, pod-

casting, and live streaming.

BBC Enhances Radio On Freeview
With Text Services

Listeners tuning into national BBC digital radio through
Freeview will be able to browse genre and program -related con-
tent, when BBCi launches enhanced radio content on Digital
Terrestrial Television. Not only will listeners be able to view
and browse interactive content while they listen to BBC digital
radio networks, integrating the news, sports, and weather head-
lines already available on BBCi, but also they will also be able
to see program listings, features, and competitions previously
available only via the Internet or DAB (Digital Audio
Broadcasting) Digital Radio.

The enhanced service will also give listeners the option of
viewing what's on other BBC radio channels and switching to
any one of them directly. Listeners can also opt for a blank
screen while listening to radio if they wish. The BBC has
offered browsable services for Radio 1 on digital cable televi-
sion and radio pages with network branding and LiveText on
Freeview since 2003.

The development builds on the increasing popularity of radio
on digital television: 33 million UK adults have digital TV and
half of these have listened to digital radio through their televi-
sion, with 9.7 million listening weekly.

"Talk To America" Launches SMS Text
Messaging Service

"Talk to America," the Voice of America's flagship daily
international call -in show, has added text messaging as a means
for listeners to join the program's live discussions. Listeners
with SMS (short message service) enabled cell phones can now
contact Talk to America via text messaging to communicate
immediately with on -air guests in addition to telephoning, fax-
ing, or e -mailing their messages to talk @ VOANews.com.
Listeners in Asia can send their messages to 63 928 761 4588,

while VOA audiences in Africa can text message to 27 838
894 3335.

"Talk to America" is broadcast Monday through Friday at
1600 to 1700 UTC and covers topics such as U.S. foreign pol-
icy, the environment, health and nutrition, and American media
and sports. The talk show format allows VOA's large interna-
tional audience to engage in dialogue with a variety of American
decision -makers and experts who are now available through
SMS text messaging.

Radio Afghanistan To Return To
Shortwave Soon

According to the Indo-Asian News service, the 100 -kW
shortwave transmitter with seven antennas being installed by
India at Yakatoot in Kabul, Afghanistan, is being completed. It
will enable Kabul Radio programs to be heard in Southeast Asia,
South Asia, Africa, and Europe. People in remote areas of
Afghanistan who remain cut off during the harsh winter months
will now be able to follow the happenings in Kabul and other
areas of the country through the programs beamed on this short-
wave transmitter.

VOA Launches Expanded Programming
For The Horn Of Africa

The Voice of America has doubled its Amharic language
broadcast and moved the time and frequencies for Afan Oromo
and Tigrigna language broadcasts in response to audience
requests. VOA's Amharic language broadcast has expanded to
a full hour every day from 1800 to 1900 UTC. The half-hour
expansion will allow VOA to provide new programs, including
a Saturday audience -request music show and other features
designed especially for young listeners.

VOA also moved its half-hour weekday Afan Oromo and
Tigrigna language broadcasts to new times. Afan Oromo now
begins at 1730 UTC and Tigrigna begins at 1900 UTC. All three
programs will move to common frequencies: 9875, 11905, and
13870 kHz. VOA's Horn of Africa broadcast languages are
believed to reach at least two-thirds of the total population of
Ethiopia and have a significant audience in Eritrea.

Boston Acoustics Launches
HD Recepter Radio

Boston Acoustics launched the Recepter Radio HD with
digital HD Radio technology by iBiquity Digital at the Custom
Electronic Design and Installation Association (CEDIA) Expo
2005. The Recepter Radio HD is one of the first HD home
radios to become available. It's a compact, high-performance
digital AM/FM table model with a compact satellite speaker,
allowing listeners to enjoy the Recepter Radio HD in true
stereo. A credit-card size remote control is included for extra
convenience and ease of use. The Recepter Radio HD features
the dynamic, FCC -approved HD Radio technology developed
by iBiquity Digital Corp.
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